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Premium Landscape Boulders
     We currently have a good supply of premium landscape 
boulders available at our Stoneco Muskegon Dock.  These
are some of the best boulders we have had available, they
are a must have for any landscaping project.  We currently
have two sizes available:
2' clean premium boulders: priced at $46.00 per ton picked up.
2' 1/2' to 3' 1/2' clean premium boulders: priced at $49.50 per
ton picked up.  For specific quantities, pricing, customer 
service, or to set up delivery please contact Paul Strpko.

All in the Family
     Many of the materials we carry at our Michigan facilities share names from the three states that our 
companies primarily sell to.   Below we have some of the more common materials we sell and the 
equivalent of that material from Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana.  

Michigan Ohio Indiana
MDOT 6AA - OH # 6 or OH #57 - INDOT #8
1" x 3" - OH # 2 - INDOT #2
21AA Commercial - OH # 304 - INDOT #53
MDOT 23A - OH # 411 - INDOT #73
4' x 8" - Type D Rip Rap - Revetment Rip Rap
Plain Rip Rap - Type C Rip Rap - 6" x 18"
Heavy Rip Rap - Type B Rip Rap - 16" x 24"

     Not all of these materials match up spec. for spec. but all are extremely close.  If you have any 
questions about these or other materials please contact a Stoneco Sales representative and they will be 
happy to answer them for you.

Milan Moves to Maybee
     Production at our Milan location recently stopped when the pumps that kept the quarry hole from 
flooding were turned off.  This means the quarry hole will fill with water over time.  We are currently 
exploring the option of underwater mining at this location.  In the interim, we plan to continue to 
sell stockpiled material from this site and to increase production at our nearby Maybee location.  This
combination of effort will allow us to maintain our service for your sand, gravel and limestone needs.
Thanks for the opportunity to serve you for the past sixteen years from Milan and we look forward to 
seeing you at our Milan and Maybee locations in 2003.  

You’ve Got Mail!
     The information age is upon us, and we would like to have your e-mail address for contact purposes.   
Once we have them (if you wish)  it will be possible to send the newsletter to everyone in your company  
that would like to receive it.  Please forward the addresses to Susan Foote at our Milan Office.  Call (734) 
587-8275 or e-mail sfoote@sejohnson.com.   
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